High-quality excitation generators are crucial to the effectiveness of Coupled cluster Monte Carlo (CCMC) and full configuration interaction Quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) calculations. The heat bath sampling of C. J. Umrigar, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 12, 1561 (2016)] dramatically increases the efficiency of the spawn step of such algorithms but requires memory storage scaling quartically with system size which can be prohibitive for large systems. Alavi et al. [S. D. Smart, G. H. Booth, and A. Alavi, unpublished] then approximated these weights with weights based on Cauchy-Schwarz-like inequalities calculated on-the-fly. While reducing the memory cost, this algorithm scales linearly in system size computationally. We combine both these ideas with the single reference nature of many systems, and introduce a spawn-sampling algorithm that has low memory requirements (quadratic in basis set size) compared to the heat bath algorithm and only scales either independently of system size (CCMC) or linearly in the number of electrons (FCIQMC). On small water chains with localized orbitals, we show that it is equally efficient as the other excitation generators. As the system gets larger, it converges faster than the on-the-fly weight algorithm, while having a much more favourable memory scaling than the heat bath algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupled cluster Theory [1] [2] [3] [4] can give ground state energies to chemical accuracy (1 kcal mol −1 ) 4,5 in a systematically improvable manner. As an alternative to deterministically solving the coupled cluster equations, stochastic coupled cluster (CCMC)
6-10 adopts a sparse representation of the wavefunction which can reduce memory requirements compared to a full deterministic representation. This enables the use of higher coupled cluster levels and larger basis sets. Recently 11 , a finite uniform electron gas has been studied with truncation levels coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) up to quintuple excitations (CCSDTQ5) reaching basis set sizes of 18342 spinorbitals. Like full configuration interaction quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) 12, 13 , CCMC also does not suffer from the fermion sign problem in the same way 14 as diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) 15 does. Provided there are enough walkers in the calculations 13, 14 , FCIQMC energies are exact for the basis set chosen. FCIQMC has been applied to various molecules [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and some periodic systems 11, 14, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] to find ground state energies. It has also been used to determine excited state energies for example [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Both CCMC and FCIQMC have been used with the CC(P;Q) technique 36 , which can speed up the time needed to find the main excitors/determinants in CC(P;Q). The algorithm used to perform FCIQMC and CCMC affects the speed and convergence, and there is still great scope for improvements [7] [8] [9] 13, 20, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Here, we propose a change to the spawn step in the algorithm to use weighted excitations, inspired by the heat bath algorithm proposed by Holmes et al. 20 (which was then expanded to the heat bath configuration interaction algorithm [42] [43] [44] ), and Cauchy-Schwarz weights proposed by Smart et al. 40 . The method introduced here has a lower computational scaling than the heat bath excitation generators and a significantly lower memory cost.
The main part of Fock space quantum Monte Carlo algorithms such as CCMC and FCIQMC consists of four steps; selection of a determinant/an excitor, spawn, death and annihilation. The spawn part of the algorithm explores the space of possible determinants/excitors. For a given determinant, it decides how the determinants connected via the hamiltonian become involved in the wavefunction by becoming occupied. As Holmes et al. 20 already noted, it is not efficient to give all determinants/excitors an equal probability of being considered as some are more important for the dynamics than others. They have shown that their heat bath weighting when selecting states to spawn to can greatly improve the overall efficiency.
A Slater determinant |D m is connected to another determinant |D n by their connecting Hamiltonian element D n |Ĥ |D m as part of the spawn step and the algorithms to choose |D n given |D m are called excitation generators. The probability of this generation is denoted p(n|m) = p gen after which a spawn occurs with probability p spawn ∝ δτ
, with time step δτ .
For an efficient calculation, p spawn should have a reasonable value. If p spawn > 1, multiple particles are spawned at the same time, known as a "bloom", which is undesirable as it leads to less controllable population dynamics. If, however, p spawn is small, determinants are selected with no resulting spawn, and the algorithm is inefficient. p spawn therefore ideally has a constant value, which can be altered by the time step δτ . Hence, it is desirable to make p gen proportional to | D n |Ĥ |D m | rather than selecting determinants uniformly. Holmes et al. 20 have introduced a heat bath sampling algorithm which weights the probability of choosing |D n with approximately D n |Ĥ |D m , but requires pre-computation of Hamiltonian elements leading to a significant storage cost of O(M 4 ) (which is of the same order as stored integrals if the code does not calculate them on-the-fly) and computational cost of O(N ) where M and N are the size of the basis set and number of electrons respectively. Smart et al. 40 have reported the use of the CauchySchwarz-like inequalities to provide upper bounds for D n | H |D m with weights calculated on-the-fly. This reduces the storage cost while being linearly scaling in the number of orbitals.
Inspired by these ideas, excitation generators were investigated with weights generated on-the-fly using Cauchy-Schwarz and Power-Pitzer 45 inequalities to approximate | D n |Ĥ |D m | whose computational cost scales linearly with the number of spinorbitals in the basis, M . We then present a new excitation generator that uses this Power-Pitzer inequality but is of low computational order, O(N ex. ) in the case of CCMC or O(N ) when using FCIQMC, with memory cost O(M 2 ) which is also below the heat bath memory scaling. N ex. for a determinant or excitor is the number of electrons excited with respect to the reference . For a truncated coupled cluster theory N ex. does not scale with system size. In a single-reference calculation, the reference determinant carries the most weight in the wavefunction and the majority of spawnings occur from determinants within a few electrons of excitation of this. We therefore may pre-compute excitation weightings based on the reference determinant, which shares the majority of electrons with nearby excited determinants, and then map the excitation to apply to any excited determinant, |D n . By this method, similar weights to the heat bath algorithm are employed and the spread in
is minimised at a reduced computational and memory cost.
We now give a brief summary of the CCMC method, followed by a more detailed description of various excitation generators whose performances we then compare.
II. COUPLED CLUSTER MONTE CARLO
This section describes the coupled cluster Monte Carlo (CCMC) method. Full configuration interaction Quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) has been discussed extensively in the literature, see e.g. Refs. 12, 13, 27 . CCMC solves the coupled cluster equations stochastically enabling calculations with larger basis sets and coupled cluster truncation levels than deterministic methods. This section gives an overview over the algorithm and more information can be found in Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] . The single reference coupled cluster wavefunction |Ψ is written as
where |D 0 is the reference determinant and
â i are "excitors" that generate determinants from the reference as
The one-electron orbitals used here are all orthogonal. The set ofâ i included depends on the coupled cluster truncation level. In coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD), those that create single and double excitations are included whereas CCSDT contains those with triple excitations as well and so on. The unconventional unlinked coupled cluster equations are solved as 46 ,
for the ground state energy E. Multiplying by a small number, δτ , this can be rewritten as
with imaginary time step δτ . We arrive at an iterative equation for the coefficients t i for the Slater determinants in Ψ in imaginary time τ
Franklin et al. 8 have rewritten equation 6 as
where the sum of the Hartree-Fock energy E HF and the shift S was substituted for the ground state energy E. The projected energy E proj. and the population controlling shift S (described below) are both measures for the correlation energy and are relatively uncorrelated. E proj. is given by
Equation 7 is then sampled stochastically as described below and t n n n is updated at each time step. Monte Carlo particles, "excips", are placed on the excitors a i i i . At first, all excips are on the null excitor a 0 0 0 that gives back the reference determinant. As the simulation proceeds, they multiply and spread to other excitors with spawn, death/birth and annihilation steps at each imaginary time step. During each time step, a single excitor or cluster of excitors which have particles on them are first randomly selected, e.g. the two excitors a i i i and a j j j , that when acting together on the reference determinant |D 0 0 0 , gives another determinant |D m m m , i.e.â i i iâj j j |D 0 0 0 =â i i i |D j j j = |D m m m . This determinant then undergoes the following processes:
• Spawn: Another determinant |D n n n is randomly selected with a probability p gen . An excip of appropriate sign is placed onâ n with a probability proportional to δτ | Dn n n|Ĥ |Dm m m | pgen .
• Death/Birth: An excip of opposite or the same sign is placed on a m with a probability proportional to | D m |Ĥ − S − E HF |D m | if just one excitor was used to form |D m m m and a probability proportional to | D m |Ĥ − E proj. − E HF |D m | if a cluster was used.
• Annihilation: Finally, at the end of a imaginary time step, excip pairs of opposite sign on the same excitor are removed.
The shift is initially set to zero and is allowed to vary once a the total population (number of particles), N ex. , is higher than the critical population at the "shoulder" or "plateau" 6, 14 . To give an on-average constant population, it is updated every B iterations according to
where γ is the shift damping factor. Rather than integer-valued, real-valued excip amplitudes 37, 47 have been used and the full noncomposite version of the CCMC algorithm 10 with truncated and even selection 9 has been applied. We have also used parallelization as described in Ref. 10 . The results here were checked for population control bias using a reweighting scheme by Umrigar et al. 48 and Vigor et al. 49 . Data has been reblocked 50 implemented in pyblock 51 to estimate error bars. Our CCMC and FCIQMC calculations were done with the HANDE code 52 which is open source 53 .
III. EXCITATION GENERATORS
As mentioned above, in the spawn step, the excitation generator selects a determinant |D n n n connected to |D m with probability p gen . The spawn probability is proportional to δτ | Dn n n|Ĥ |Dm m m | pgen
. In this paper, we present a method that aims to use an optimal p gen so that more important determinants are selected with a higher probability. An introduction to excitation generators in FCIQMC which uses the same/similar excitation generators, is given by Booth et al. 12, 19 . The idea of excitation generation and dividing by the generation probability was also discussed in e.g. Refs.
20,54-57 and a transition with uniform selection is also done by the configuration state function projector Monte Carlo method of Ohtsuka et al. 58 . Kolodrubetz et al. 56 used a weighted excitation generator that -among other distributions -used the inverse momentum squared as a weight. Booth et al.
19
also considered weighting the excitation generation by Hamiltonian matrix elements by enumerating a subset of excitations with the magnitudes of these Hamiltonian elements. Due to the cost of finding p gen. , this idea was not pursued further. A version of the uniform excitation generators described here, is explained in detail in Ref. 19 .
The spawn probability is only non-zero if D n |Ĥ |D m is non-zero. The Hamiltonians,Ĥ, considered here only contain constant, one body, and two body terms. D n |Ĥ |D m can therefore only be non-zero if |D n and |D m differ by at most two orbitals. To select a suitable |D n n n for |D m m m to spawn to, we can create a single or a double excitation from |D m m m to generate |D n n n (n n n = m m m). Any other excitation would lead to a zero spawn probability. Except for the "original" heat bath excitation generator, all excitation generators discussed here create a single or double excitation from |D m m m to generate |D n n n with probability p single or 1 − p single respectively. As suggested by Holmes et al. 20 , we aim to appropriately select p spawn,single and p spawn,double by setting p single suitably to optmize the distribution of excitations. For a single excitation where electron in spinorbital i is excited to spinorbital a,
where p method contains additional factors depending on the selection method of i and a.
In the case of a double excitation, ij → ab, as i and j ideally come from the same set of orbitals (those occupied in the determinant) and so do a and b (those unoccupied in the determinant), first ij and then ab are selected in all excitation generators discussed here. That means that for example while the selection order between i and j can vary, a will not be selected before either i and j. The possible orders are therefore ijab, ijba, jiab and jiba. While the first selected occupied is called i and the second j, their indistinguishability has to be taken into account when calculating p gen :
In a rather basic implementation, the spinorbitals with electrons to excite i (and j) and the spinorbitals to excite to a (and b) are selected with uniform probabilities. The excitation generator that we call not renormalised excitation generator or simply no. renorm. here, when doing a double excitation, first selects i and j as a pair with uniform probability from the set of occupied orbitals. In that case,
where the number of electron is N . If both i and j have the same spin, σ, then a is uniformly chosen from the set of virtual orbitals of that spin, otherwise it can be any virtual orbital. b is then selected uniformly from the set of orbitals (excluding a) with required spin and symmetry. With this selection of b, it is possible that after the selection of i, j, and a, there are no possible selections of b, it is a forbidden excitation generation. In that case the spawn attempt will be unsuccessful (we set D m | H |D n = 0). The choice of how to select which electrons to excite and to which spinorbitals they are excited is is entirely arbitrary (assuming all valid excitations are possible), as long as the probability with which this selection has been done is known and p gen is then calculated accordingly. As an alternative to the not renormalised excitation generator (no. renorm.), forbidden excitations (which lead to unsuccessful spawns) can be avoided by generating a different excitation and renormalising the appropriate probabilities. This is called the renormalised excitation generator or in short, renorm.. Again, see Booth et al. 12, 19 for an in-depth description of uniform excitation generators.
In the following subsections, we describe the heat bath excitation generators and the heat bath/uniform PowerPitzer excitation generators which follow the ideas of Alavi and others. Finally, the heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. excitation generator is presented, which pre-computes some weights based on the reference determinant and therefore has a very low computational cost not scaling with system size (O(N ex. ) when using CCMC or scaling as O(N ) for FCIQMC instead of O(M )). Its memory cost is significantly less than heat bath excitation gener-
. In appendix A, further uniform excitation generators are discussed. Table I gives an overview over the weighted excitation generators presented here. This table should be understood together with the following descriptions in the next subsections.
A. Heat Bath Excitation Generators
The heat bath excitation generators aim to get the orbital selection weights as close as possible to the Hamiltonian matrix element | D n |Ĥ |D m | with the aim of making part of the spawn probability
as close as possible to a constant. In the case of a double excitation ij → ab, p gen can be rewritten as
where H ijab = | D n |Ĥ |D m | where |D m and |D n differ by the excitation ij → ab. In the heat bath excitation generators,
is an approximation for p(i) and so on.
Here, we distinguish between three different heat bath excitation generators described by/based on Holmes et al. 20 . The "original" heat bath excitation generator as introduced and described in detail by Holmes et al. 20 (in short heat bath), the heat bath excitation generator that decides first whether a single or a double excitation is performed and which samples singles uniformly which is mentioned by Holmes et al. 20 (heat bath uniform singles) and finally, the one that first decides whether to do a single or double excitation and samples singles exactly according to their Hamiltonian matrix element, heat bath exact singles 59 . For more information and an in-depth description, see Ref. 20 .
In all three heat bath excitation generators, all possible contractions of H ijab appearing in equation 13 are pre-computed and stored. More specifically,
and H ijab are pre-computed where i, j, a and b can be any spinorbital in the calculation. In all sums i = j = a = b. The alias methods 20, [60] [61] [62] are used and alias tables are pre-calculated for selecting a (given ij) with weights H ija and one for selecting b (given ija) with weights H ijab (which is of O(M 4 )). The look-up time with the alias method is of O(1). The alias tables for selecting i and selecting i given j are computed on-the-fly using precomputed weights in O(N ) time. The alias table for selecting i then only considers H i from the set of occupied orbitals for i and when selecting j given i, the alias table only considers H ij with occupied j.
When using the heat bath excitation generator to find an excitation, first an alias table is created on-the-fly for i as described above and then i is selected. We proceed similarly for j. Using the pre-computed alias table with weights H ija , a is found. If this orbital is occupied, we have a forbidden excitation and the spawn attempt was unsuccessful. Only at this stage it is decided whether to attempt a single or a double excitation. In the algorithm by Holmes et al. 20 , a single excitation is attempted with probability Hia Hia+Hija and a double excitation is attempted with probability Hija Hia+Hija if H ia < H ija where H ia = | D m |Ĥ |D k | with |D m and |D k connected by the excitation i → a. However, if H ia > H ija , both a double and a single excitation are attempted 63 . This avoids low probabilities for choosing to do a double excitation if H ia gets large. In our implementation in HANDE 52 , that approach was modified to only allow one excitation attempt per excitation generator call. If H ia ≥ H ija , instead of choosing to attempt a single (i → a) and a double (ij → ab) excitation, a single or a double excitation is attempted with probability 1 2 respectively. The rest follows Holmes et al. 20 . Either a single excitation i → a is attempted now or b is selected from pre-computed weights and a double excitation ij → ab (provided b is not occupied) is attempted.
The heat bath excitation generator relies on single excitations being less significant. It has the major drawback in that is potentially has a bias if there exists no j to be selected after i and before a if i → a is valid. This is explained in more detail in Ref. 20 . Our conservative but robust test for bias as implemented in HANDE, counts the number of j for which b H ijab is non zero for given TABLE I: Overview of weighted excitation generators. C.-S. means Cauchy-Schwarz and P.-P. Power-Pitzer. p.c. is pre-calculated and o.t.f. means on-the-fly. Comp./memory O is the computational/memory order the excitation generator scales with. As a method of selection, "heat bath" refers to "selecting those like the heat bath excitation generator". Single excitations or ij in a double excitation that have been selected "uniformly", have been selected with the uniform renorm. excitation generator. N is number of electrons, M the number of spinorbitals and N ex.
the excitation level possible from the reference at this coupled cluster level. ia. If this number is greater than the number of virtual orbitals, then there will always be an occupied j to be selected for allowed i → a and there is no bias.
B. On-the-fly Power-Pitzer Excitation Generators
While bringing
closer to a constant as uniform excitation generators 20 , heat bath excitation generators suffer from a large memory cost (O(M 4 )). To reduce the memory cost, Alavi and Smart et al. 40 had the idea of calculating approximate weights on-the-fly in O(M ) calculation time. This is for example mentioned by Blunt et al. 35 and Holmes et al. 20 . They proposed calculating Cauchy-Schwarz-like upper bounds on the two body part of the Hamiltonian on-the-fly when doing a double excitation. Here, we also describe an excitation generator that uses an inequality derived by Power and Pitzer 45 instead. It effectively differs from Cauchy-Schwarz excitation generators by the usage of exchange rather than Coulomb integrals. We note that the Cauchy-Schwarz excitation generators mentioned here may not quite replicate excitation generators of Alavi et al. 64 which are yet to be fully published.
Given that i, j, a and b are different, the only nonzero part of the Hamiltonian element D m m m | H |D n n n in a double excitation are the Coulomb integral ij|ab and the exchange integral ij|ba according to Slater-Condon rules 65, 66 . Here, the notation ij|ab = φ * i (r r r 1 )φ * j (r r r 2 )φ a (r r r 1 )φ b (r r r 2 )dr r r 1 dr r r 2 |r r r 1 − r r r 2 | ,
is used with one electron orbitals/spinorbitals φ that make up Slater determinants |D x . en example of such a weight used by Alavi and others for ij → ab is a CauchySchwarz upper bound on ij|ab given by
The weights are such that a can be chosen (almost) independently of b and vice versa which makes the algorithm linear scaling in the number of spinorbitals. A Power-Pitzer 45 inequality (derived previously for real wavefunctions 67 ) is
Exchange integrals are lower or equal in magnitude than Coulomb integrals (see e.g. Ref. 68 ) which means that exchange integrals are the tighter upper bound for | ij|ab |. The two body term in the Hamiltonian is ij|ab − ij|ba . When a and b have opposite spin, the two body term reduces to ij|ab and its Power-Pitzer upper bound is used as the weight. If a and b have the same spin, both orderings, ab and ba will generate the same excitation, and this is included in p gen . This section gives a detailed description of the algorithm.
i and j can be selected uniformly or with the heat bath weightings producing a family of excitation generators. We denote by uniform Cauchy-Schwarz and uniform Power-Pitzer excitation generators which select them uniformly, like the renorm. excitation generator, and by heat bath Cauchy-Schwarz and heat bath PowerPitzer those which select them as the heat bath excitation generators do with pre-calculated weights with memory cost of O(M 2 ) 69 . The computational scaling is O(M ) in both cases.
The Power-Pitzer and Cauchy-Schwarz excitation generators first decide whether to attempt a single or a double excitation according to p single . For single excitations, the renorm. excitation generator is employed. When attempting double excitations, i and j are selected either uniformly or with heat bath weights out of the occupied orbitals of |D m m m . Then, a is selected out of the set of virtual spinorbitals a σi,virt. with the same spin as i. a is selected with the probability of
when using Power-Pitzer excitation generators or
when using Cauchy-Schwarz excitation generators. b, the second orbital to excite to, it selected out of the set of spinorbitals b =a,σj ,sym. of the same spin as j and the required symmetry to conserve overall symmetry and not equal to a. The weights are given by jb|jb (CauchySchwarz ) or jb|bj (Power-Pitzer ). If the total weight when finding b is zero (i.e. there are no spinorbitals with the required spin and symmetry or only the spinorbitals found as a has that spin and symmetry) or if the found b is already occupied, the spawn attempt is unsuccessful. Again, orbitals a and b were selected using their weights with the alias method 20,60-62 . The performance of the four excitation generators described in this subsection, uniform Cauchy-Schwarz, heat bath Cauchy-Schwarz, uniform Power-Pitzer, and heat bath Power-Pitzer, were then tested, using a chain of three water molecules in the cc-pVDZ basis 70 filled bin for the uniform Power-Pitzer excitation generator -which has the lowest maximum -is fewer than 100 events which is not significant relatively speaking so if not using initiator approximations there should not be a noticeable effect. The top graph demonstrates that the heat bath Power-Pitzer gives the sharpest peak and makes
closest to a constant of the excitation generators. Only non-zero allowed events are shown in figure 1 . Table II shows what fraction that is of the total number of events (second column) and what fraction of events are allowed which includes the allowed but zero Frequency heat bath P.P. uniform P.P. heat bath C.S. uniform C.S.
FIG. 1: Comparison of the histograms of
| Dn|Ĥ|Dm | pgen for the Cauchy-Schwarz (C.S.) and Power-Pitzer (P.P.) on-the-fly excitation generators. ij are either selected uniformly or using heat bath. The computational scaling of all excitation generators here is O(M ). CCSD was performed on three water molecules in the cc-pVDZ basis using localized MOs. The values were logged for one Monte Carlo iteration. The size of the bins is logarithmic. Bottom graph took the log of the frequency whereas the top graph did not. They both show the same data. All of them were restarted from the same calculation and then equilibrated before taking data.
| Dn|Ĥ|Dm | pgen = 0 data is not shown which includes forbidden excitations. p single was set to be the same when running which was corrected in post-processing to make the mean of finite the selection of b which is selected from the set of orbitals of required spin and symmetry which can be occupied. An event is then forbidden if b selected is occupied. Our implementation could be further improved by excluding occupied orbitals from that selection. In the results section we will let heat bath Power-Pitzer represent all these four excitation generators introduced in this subsection.
C. Pre-computed Power-Pitzer Excitation Generator
Even with their reduced memory requirements, the above excitation generators still add a considerable cost to calculations, and we seek a way to reduce this further. We now introduce an O(N ) Power-Pitzer excitation generator, heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. , where N is the number of electrons. This can even be modified to be O(N ex. ) where N ex. is the number of electrons excited with respect to the reference if excitations instead of determinants were stored in our implementation. Within a routine coupled cluster calculation, the maximum N ex. does not depend on system size. This excitation generator combines advantages of heat bath Power-Pitzer where a bias check is not required beforehand (but is with the "original"heat bath excitation generator) and which has a significantly lower memory cost with the lower computational scaling of the heat bath excitation generators, further improving upon this. We make use of the single-reference nature of coupled cluster where the reference determinant |D 0 is more important than any other determinant by pre-computing some weights based on the reference determinant. Pre-computed weights include heat bath and Power-Pitzer weights, for selecting the occupied and virtual orbitals respectively in a double excitation. Spinorbitals are first found by pretending the reference determinant is the determinant we are exciting from and are then mapped between the current determinant and the reference determinant when it is appropriate. The memory cost is O(M 2 ) while the computational cost when spawning is only the mapping of the reference |D 0 to the actual determinant |D m which is O(N ). Since weights are based on one determinant, it is not costly to pre-calculate weights for single excitations as well. This is a considerable advantage over the on-the-fly Power-Pitzer and heat bath excitation generators that either do single excitations uniformly, exactly (which is costly) or based on double excitation weights. Note that while this section talks about single-reference systems, this excitation generator also easily applies to systems that are multi-reference but the Hamiltonian elements connecting the most important determinants to the other determinants are similar.
In this algorithm, two frames of reference are considered. In the first frame, the reference frame, which is denoted by a prime, excitations are from the reference determinant, i.e. |D m m m = |D 0 0 0 . In this frame, a double excitation would be i j → a b . In the second frame, the simulation frame, the actual frame the calculation is in, excitations are from |D m m m and that excitation is ij → ab. For selecting some orbitals, the weights of the orbitals in the reference frame are used and its spinorbitals are mapped to the simulation frame to find the actual excitation as explained in appendix B.
The following quantities for single excitations are precomputed:
where i is an occupied orbital in the reference and the sum over a is over all orbitals with allowed excitation i → a. n jb is N (M − N ). |D b j differs from the reference determinant by the single excitation j → b. We decided to not sum over single excitations from the reference as in the case of self-consistent field reference determinants, Brillouin's theorem would mean that the weights would be (close to) zero. Assuming the system is single referenced, we might assume that a doubly excited determinant might be second most important after the reference determinant. The sum is therefore over all possible double excited determinants trying to connect to a determinant slightly closer to the reference via a single excitation. For selecting a, w a=aσ,sym.,i,s = 1
is pre-computed where i is now an occupied orbital in the current determinant which will have been selected before w a=aσ,sym.i,s is needed. Given that the current determinant is not known at this stage, this is pre-computed for any orbital i. a is then selected from the orbitals of allowed spin and symmetry for which i → a is valid. Alias tables are then pre-computed for w i ,s and w a=aσ,sym.i,s .
When running the excitation generator, it is first decided whether a single or double excitation is attempted with probability p single or 1 − p single respectively. If a single excitation was chosen, i is first selected in the reference frame from the occupied orbitals in the reference using the alias table constructed with weights w i ,s . i is then mapped to the corresponding occupied orbital in the current determinant i in the simulation frame. Appendix B explains the mapping between these two frames in detail.
Once i is known, a is selected using the pre-computed alias table with w a=aσ,sym.i,s . Of course, a could be occupied. If that is the case, the excitation attempt was unsuccessful. Otherwise, i → a is found and the generation probability is 
For double excitations, four weight tables are precomputed. For the selection of i and j, heat bath weights are pre-computed, assuming the reference determinant is fully occupied. Two orbitals i and j occupied in the reference are found and then mapped to the actual determinant that is occupied. For the virtual orbitals a and b, alias tables based on Power-Pitzer weights are precalculated for all spinorbitals. Before selecting a, the actual i is known and can be substituted into pre-computed weights | ia|ai | to find a. The memory cost is O(M 2 ). No mapping is necessary for a and b. Again, if a or b are occupied or b is equal to a or if there is not suitable orbital for b, the spawn attempt was unsuccessful. Double excitations with this excitation generator are explained in more detail in appendix C.
Overall, this is an excitation generator that is both weighted and scales as O(N ex. ) which does not scale with system size. The memory cost is also relatively small, O(M 2 ).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare the effectiveness of the excitation generators discussed, water chains were then studied in a ccpVDZ basis set 70 The heat bath excitation generators produce the sharpest peak. The heat bath uniform singles excitation generator, that samples single excitations uniformly, Carlo iteration. The size of the bins is logarithmic. Bottom graph took the log of the frequency whereas the top graph did not. They both show the same data. The frequency axis in the case is truncated in the top graph. Most of them were restarted from the same calculation and then equilibrated before taking data. heat bath exact singles was restarted from an equilibrated heat bath uniform singles but not equilibrated since it is very slow.
| Dn|Ĥ|Dm | pgen = 0 data is not shown which includes forbidden excitations. p single was set to be the same when running which was corrected in post-processing to make the mean of finite
for single and double excitations coincide which did not change p single values by more than 30%. shares the main peak with the heat bath exact singles excitation generator, that samples single excitations exactly, but has a larger spread around that peak caused by the uniform sampling of single excitations. The heat bath exact singles excitation generator produces two sharp peaks, both containing data from single excitations which were treated exactly here. The reason why this is not one sharp peak is that in an ideal case
which means that
in the case of an ideal excitation generator. This quantity depends on |D n and can therefore not be a constant in general unless the selection step in the CCMC or FCIQMC algorithm is adapted as well. Both heat bath excitation generators here have a large memory scaling (O(M 4 )) and heat bath exact singles which produces the sharpest peak in the histogram has a computational scaling of O(M N ) which makes the heat bath exact singles excitation generator not practical.
The main peak that the two Power-Pitzer excitation generators produce is wider than with the heat bath excitation generators but it is significantly more compact that what the uniform excitation generators give. The heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. excitation generator has a shorter tail on the low end but a slightly wider tail on the higher end. It has fewer than 250 events in bins with bigger | Dm|Ĥ|Dn | pgen than the highest bin that has an event with the heat bath uniform singles excitation generator. The heat bath Power-Pitzer excitation generator has fewer than 90 events above the bin with highest 
computational scaling compared to heat bath Power-Pitzer and the heat bath uniform singles excitation generator. It also does not have the prohibitively large memory scaling of the heat bath uniform singles excitation generator.
Next, we move away from abstract performance considerations and consider how the different excitation generators affect the the efficiency (as described by Holmes et al. 20 ), inefficiency 71 , and the position of the shoulder 7 which are all measures of the difficulty of the calculation. The efficiency η is defined as η = 1/(σ 2 E T ), where σ E is the statistical error in the energy (here projected energy) and T is the computational time taken to achieve error bar σ E . Note that this does not include convergence wall-time. We have found T to be highly dependent on implementation so η must be considered carefully. We also consider the (theoretical) algorithmic computational scaling in mind and the inefficiency a as defined by Vigor et al. 71 , a = σ E δτ N it. N p where N it. is the number of iterations considered in the blocking analysis and N p is the mean number of Monte Carlo particles. When estimating the error in the efficiency and inefficiency, we ignore the correlation in the numerator and denominator of the E proj. , so giving an upper bound on the error. In a non-initiator calculation, the shoulder is a feature in a graph of total excip population against ratio of total population to population on the reference at the point when enough excips are in the calculation to converge to the correct wavefunction. After that point, the population controlling shift can be varied and data can be taken. It is therefore a measure of how many excips have to be in the calculation.
We have varied the shift damping automatically to reduce the variance of the projected energy.
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A. Coupled Cluster Monte Carlo
All coupled cluster calculations are non-initiator 7, 13 . Figure 3 shows the efficiency and inefficiency for chains of two and three waters in the cc-pVDZ basis performing CCSD with localised molecular orbitals. To get small enough error bars on efficiency and inefficiency, the systems to study cannot be too large. The heat bath uniform singles and the heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. excitation generators assume that the number of occupied orbitals is small relative to the number of total orbitals, which reflects a realistic calculation, so our basis set cannot be too small. The error bars efficiency and inefficiency have been estimated by neglecting the covariance between numerator and the denominator errors in the projected energy to give an upper bound. The heat bath exact singles excitation generator is so slow that it was not possible to take sufficient data with it to produce results. The trend is that the weighted excitation generators are more efficient and less inefficient than the uniform ones. This becomes more noticeable in the larger system. As expected, mod-n o t . r e n o r m . n o t . r e n o r m . s p in r e n o r m . r e n o r m . s p in h e a t b a t h u n i. s in g le s h e a t b a t h e x a c t s in g le s h e a t b a t h P .P .
h e a t b a t h P .P . r e f . r e n o r m . s p in h e a t b a t h u n i. s in g le s h e a t b a t h e x a c t s in g le s h e a t b a t h P .P .
h e a t b a t h P .P . r e f .
Efficiency η (top) and inefficiency a (bottom) for chains of two or three water molecules in a cc-pVDZ basis run with CCSD using localised MOs. Error bars neglect the covariance between numerator and denominator errors in the projected energy and are over-estimates. P.P. stands for Power-Pitzer. The heat bath exact singles excitation generator was too slow for data to be taken. The different excitation generators were run under the same conditions with the same time step etc. Only the target population varies between the water dimer and trimer calculation. The starting iteration for heat bath P.P. was found such that 3 reblocks could be used.
elling three waters is less efficient and more inefficient than two, the difference being more distinct with the uniform excitation generators. The heat bath uniform singles excitation performs best out of the weighted ones which is expected due to the same computational scaling as heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. but a more favourable scaling than heat bath Power-Pitzer while using well approximated weights for double excitations. For the trimer calculation, it was difficult to block the data of heat bath Power-Pitzer and to achieve convergence due to its scaling with the number of spinorbitals. Next, we consider shoulder heights. Figure 4 shows shoulder plots were the difference in shoulder positions between the excitation generators is very clear. The weighted excitation generators again perform best. Their shoulders are significantly lower than those of uniform excitation generators, by a factor of just under 2. Of those studied, the heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. excitation generator has the lowest shoulder.
These results show that the weighted excitation generators perform better than the uniform ones. The heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. excitation generator can scale independently of system size computationally which puts it at a clear advantage over the heat bath Power-Pitzer excitation generator. It also has a reduced memory scaling when comparing it to the heat bath excitation generators which is significant at bigger systems.
B. Full Configuration Interaction Quantum Monte Carlo
Next, we turn to FCIQMC. The water chain with two waters in cc-pVDZ basis with localized MOs was considered with initiator FCIQMC. The (in-)efficiencies are determined at one point in the initiator curve (total population against energy). All calculations were started with the same parameters, which included the population at which the shift started varying, and so the eventual equilibrated population of the system then equilibrated is dependent upon the excitation generator. Blooms did happen. For uniform excitation generators it was over 10 7 particles, for the weighted ones 5.6 × 10 6 . Use of a larger population may lead to a decrease in measured inefficiency 71 , so the results from the uniform excitation generators should be regarded as lower bounds for inefficiency. Figure 5 shows the efficiency and inefficiency for that system. The weighted excitation generators perform comparably among themselves and all outperform the uniform ones. heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. and heat bath uniform singles both scale linearly in the number of electrons when using FCIQMC. Holmes et al. 20 describe ways to reduce the memory cost by considering spins (we just store zeroes instead of considering the spin when selecting) or by not storing all the weight to select b for example. We have used double precision for the weights. However, even if our implementation is not optimal, it is 0.0 0.5 This shows that heat bath Power-Pitzer ref.
is an efficient excitation generator with a low shoulder that can be used in CCMC and FCIQMC as a weighted excitation generator with low computational and memory cost.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the heat bath Power-Pitzer ref.
excitation generator combines the advantages of heat bath excitation generators, which are relatively fast and use good weights but struggle with a significant memory cost and a possible bias, and the excitation generators that approximate heat bath weights by inequalities which are calculated on-the-fly reducing the memory scaling but scaling prohibitively computationally in big systems. The heat bath Power-Pitzer ref. excitation generator has at worst a low computational order and can be implemented with computational cost independent of system size in coupled cluster with a low memory cost. n o t . r e n o r m . n o t . r e n o r m . s p in r e n o r m . r e n o r m . s p in h e a t b a t h u n i. s in g le s h e a t b a t h e x a c t s in g le s h e a t b a t h P .P . h e a t b a t h P .P . r e f . r e n o r m . s p in h e a t b a t h u n i. s in g le s h e a t b a t h e x a c t s in g le s h e a t b a t h P .P .
h e a t b a t h P .P . r e f . for a chain of two water molecules in cc-pVDZ basis using localized MOs run with initiator FCIQMC. Error bars neglect the covariance between numerator and denominator errors in the projected energy and are over-estimates. P.P. stands for Power-Pitzer. The heat bath exact singles excitation generator was too slow for data to be taken. The different excitation generators were run under the same conditions with the same time step etc. The spawning arrays of the not. renorm. excitation generators ran out of memory so the space to store the spawned walkers would need to be increased for those results.
In the case of a double excitation, Hamiltonian matrix elements tend to be bigger if i and j do not have parallel spins. This is because following Slater-Condon rules 65,66 , the Hamiltonian matrix element is reduced to a sum of two terms of opposite sign in the case of parallel spins ( ij|ab − ij|ba , see later section for definition) and one term if the spins are not parallel ( ij|ab ). It might therefore be advisable to select anti-parallel spin electrons with a greater probability than parallel ij. Alavi, Booth and others 1973 had the idea of determining whether spins are antiparallel or parallel first when selecting i and j. The no. renorm. spin and renorm. spin excitation generators are modifications of no. renorm. and renorm. excitation generators, where instead of finding i and j as a pair from the set of occupied orbitals, it is first decided whether they should have parallel spins or not. With probability p parallel , ij are either selected as a pair from the set of occupied α (probability Figure  6 shows the translation of i and j in a double excitation in the two frames of reference pictorially. Note that this is the only part of the excitation generator that is not O(1) but O(N ), mainly arising due to the creation of the two lists. The computational cost is reduced to O(1) if a determinant is reused. Alternatively, if, as mentioned previously, each excitor is not represented by a determinant but rather the lists RD or CD from the beginning the scaling is reduced to O(N ex. ) which is the cost of finding the correct mapping from one list to the other. Again, orbitals i j are part of the reference frame, where the reference determinant is occupied, and ij are the equivalent spinorbitals in the actual frame, where the actual determinant we are exciting from is occupied. i j are first found in the reference frame using heat bath weights and then they are mapped to the actual frame as described in appendix B. ab are found with PowerPitzer weights in the actual frame. All weights are precomputed. This appendix describes the details of generating the double excitation. For i , the pre-computed weights are i is selected from the set of occupied orbitals in the reference with a sum over j , the set of occupied orbitals in the reference other than i . a and b out of the set of all orbitals (not just virtual) are summed over, provided they don't equal i , j or each other. For j ,
is pre-calculated which is of order O(N M ). For both w i ,d and w j i,d , a minimum weight is set in case the total weight for selecting i or j respectively in the reference frame is zero but selecting the equivalent i and j in the simulation frame would be allowed.
To select a and b, Power-Pitzer weights are pre- In the case of a double excitation, first i , an occupied orbital in the reference frame, is selected using w i ,d . i → i is mapped to an occupied orbital i in the simulation frame if required. Then, j is found using the precomputed alias table for w j i,d and map j → j if needed. i and j are ordered so that j has a higher or equal index in the determinant list as i. Using i and w a,i,d , a is found using pre-computed alias tables out of all spinorbitals with the same spin as i. If a is occupied, the spawn attempt was unsuccessful. The symmetry that b should have is then determined and using the pre-calculated alias tables for w b,j,sym.,d which give us a b of the correct symmetry (and spin), b is found from the set of all spinorbitals with required spin and symmetry. Again, if b is occupied or equal to a or if there is not suitable orbital for b, the spawn attempt was unsuccessful.
